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Abstract
Starting from low energy effective chiral Lagrangian with gauged Wess-Zumino Wit-
ten term, we have derived a hydrodynamic theory for chiral superfluid. It is a non-
abelian hydrodynamics at zero temperature with only superfluid components. With
an external electromagnetic field and baryonic and axial baryonic chemical potentials
turned on, we are able to identify analogs of various anomaly induced term in normal
hydrodynamics, including chiral vortical effect, chiral magnetic effect and chiral electric
effect. As an example, we solved the hydrodynamic equations for the ground state and
observed the chiral magnetic effect and chiral separation in the confined phase.
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1 Introduction
Successful applications of the fluid/gravity duality [1] to the R-charge black hole back-
ground [2, 3] have found a vorticity induced contribution to the constitutive equation of
the R-current. The vorticity induced term originating from a Chern-Simon term in the
gravity description encodes chiral anomaly in the dual field theory. It signals that quantum
effect like chiral anomaly can appear as parity odd terms in macroscopic hydrodynamics.
It was later shown in a seminal paper by Son and Suro´wka [4] that parity odd terms are
actually required by second law of thermodynamics for hydrodynamics with chiral anomaly:
By demanding the existence of a entropy current with non-negative divergence, they were
able to fix all the transport coefficients of the parity odd terms, which include chiral mag-
netic effect (CME)[5] and chiral vortical effect (CVE)[6], in the constitutive equations of
currents. Due to the non-renormalization of the anomaly coefficients, the anomaly induced
effect are robust. There have been extensive model studies at both strong coupling using
gauge/gravity duality [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] and at weak coupling using field theory [13, 14].
Recently, the entropy current principle was also extended to higher dimension [15] and
higher order hydrodynamics [16].
It was pointed out in [17] that the transport coefficients are fixed by the entropy
current principle only up to unknown functions of temperature. It has been established
later that the unknown functions are related to the gravitational anomaly [18]. The situa-
tion becomes more complicated when the system contains spontaneous symmetry breaking.
The Goldstone bosons resulting from the symmetry breaking is gapless, thus have to be
introduced to the hydrodynamics as additional degrees of freedom, leading to superfluid
hydrodynamics. the case of U(1) superfluid hydrodynamics has been studied in [19, 20, 21],
based on early works on non-anomalous U(1) superfluid hydrodynamics [22, 23]. The dy-
namics of the Goldstone boson enters the constitutive equations as superfluid velocity.
The presence of the superfluid velocity lowers the predictive power of the entropy current
principle, leaving several transport coefficients as arbitrary functions of thermodynamical
quantities.
There have been also effective field theory approaches [24, 25] to derive the consti-
tutive equations of hydrodynamics. Since the anomaly arises as gauge variation of the
Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) term, the effect of anomaly can be incorporated by introduc-
ing a WZW term to the effective field theory action. One example is the chiral perturbation
theory as the low energy effective field theory of QCD vacuum. The WZW term correspond-
ing to the chiral anomaly in this case is explicitly known. The combined action can be used
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to study the anomalous effect on the chiral superfluid hydrodynamics. This is essentially
the approach taken in [24]. A different approach has been taken in [25], where the authors
wrote down the effective field theory for fluid, and constructed the most general WZW
term in dimension two. The resulting action allowed them to determine the anomalous
transport coefficient explicitly. In this paper, we will follow the lines of [24]. We would like
to emphasize here that since the chiral Lagrangian contains only Goldstone bosons as the
fundamental field, what we will obtain is hydrodynamics with only superfluid components
with non-abelian group structure. Our work distinguishes from [24] in many fine details
as will be clear in what follows. These lead to quantitative differences in the resulting
constitutive equations of the currents.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we will focus on the abelian currents.
We will derive the consistent current from the WZW term, and pass to covariant current
by adding proper local terms in the external field. Section 3 will be a parallel study on the
non-abelian currents. In Section 4, we will define properly the hydrodynamic variables and
formulate a chiral superfluid hydrodynamics. Many interesting structures emerge from the
WZW term, including the superfluid analogs of CME, CVE and also chiral electric effect
(CEE)[21]. Section 5 includes an application of the hydrodynamics to the ground state of
QCD, where we find the chiral magnetic effect and chiral separation effect. We will conclude
in Section 6.
2 Abelian currents from gauged WZW term
Our starting point is chiral Lagrangian plus gauged WZW term[26, 27]. Since it is a low
energy effective action, we will work in the mean field approximation, where all fields take
their classical values. We will follow mostly the notations of [28] in this paper. The full
action is given by:
S =
∫
d4xL0 + ΓWZ(U, V,A) (1)
L0 = −f
2
8
Tr(DµUD
µU+), (2)
where U = e
2i
f
φ is the unitary matrix parameterized by the pseudoscalar φ and the pion
decay constant f . φ corresponds to the Goldstone boson originating from spontaneous
chiral symmetry breaking. V = Vµdx
µ and A = Aµdx
µ are the one-forms of vector and
axial vector flavor gauge fields. We further introduce the left and right one-forms from the
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chiral field and the gauge fields:
α = (∂µU)U
+dxµ = dUU+
β = U+dU
AL =
1
2
(V +A)
AR =
1
2
(V −A)
In terms of these fields, the gauged WZW term is given by:
ΓWZ(U,AL, AR) = ΓWZ(U)
+ 5Ci
∫
Tr(ALα
3 +ARβ
3)− 5C
∫
Tr[(dALAL +ALdAL)α+ (dARAR +ARdAR)β]
+ 5C
∫
Tr[dALdUARU
+ − dARd(U+)ALU ] + 5C
∫
Tr(ARU
+ALUβ
2 −ALUARU+α2)
+
5C
2
∫
Tr[(ALα)
2 − (ARβ)2] + 5Ci
∫
Tr(A3Lα+A
3
Rβ)
+ 5Ci
∫
Tr[(dARAR +ARdAR)U
+ALU − (dALAL +ALdAL)UARU+]
+ 5Ci
∫
Tr(ALUARU
+ALα+ARU
+ALUARβ)
+ 5C
∫
Tr[A3RU
+ALU −A3LUARU+ +
1
2
(UARU
+AL)
2]. (3)
The chiral field is SU(N) valued because in standard QCD, the diagonal U(1)A symmetry
is broken by anomaly. We will promote the chiral field to be U(N) valued as in [28]. This
can be realized for example in the large Nc limit, where the axial anomaly is suppressed.
Under the general U(N)L × U(N)R gauge transformation parameterized by U(N) matrix
valued ǫL and ǫR,
δU = iǫLU − iUǫR
δAL = dǫL + i[ǫL, AL]
δAR = dǫR + i[ǫR, AR],
L is left invariant, while the WZW term transforms as:
δΓWZ(U,AL, AR) = −10Ci
∫
Tr
[
ǫL
(
(dAL)
2 − i
2
d(A3L)
)
− (L↔ R)
]
. (4)
The form of the WZW term in (3) treats the left and right chiral and gauge fields
in a symmetric fashion, thus is not invariant under the either vector or axial vector gauge
transformation. In reality, we need to impose invariance under the vector gauge transfor-
mation, which requires subtraction of the Bardeen counter term [29]. The Bardeen counter
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term corresponding to (3) has been worked out in [28]:
Γc = ΓWZ(U = 1, AL, AR). (5)
Therefore, the complete WZW term is given by:
Γ′WZ(U,AL, AR) = ΓWZ(U,AL, AR)− ΓWZ(1, AL, AR). (6)
The gauge transformation of the complete WZW term takes the following form:
δΓ′WZ = 30Ci
∫
Tr(ǫR − ǫL)
[
1
4
F 2V +
1
12
F 2A +
i
6
(FVA
2 +AFV A+A
2FV )− 1
6
A4
]
, (7)
with FV = dV − i2 (V 2 +A2) and FA = dA− i2(V A+AV )#1.
Now we wish to derive hydrodynamic currents from (1), (3) and (6). We require the
hydrodynamic currents to be gauge invariant (covariant) for abelian (non-abelian) currents.
In this section, we will focus on the abelian currents and generalize to the non-abelian cur-
rents in the next section. For concreteness and possible connections to real world situation,
we focus on three currents: baryonic current jµB , axial baryonic current j
µ
B5 and electro-
magnetic (EM) current jµQ. We will see that the baryonic current and the EM current are
conserved while the axial baryonic current is not due to anomaly. We will turn on three
external gauge fields: baryonic field Bµ, axial baryonic field Bµ5 and electro-magnetic A
µ
em,
all in the Cartan subgroup of U(N)L × U(N)R. The first two do not exist in nature. We
use them as a way to introduce baryonic and axial baryonic chemical potential. In the end,
we put Bµ = (µ,~0) and Bµ5 = (µ5,~0).
On general grounds, we expect energy-momentum (non)conservation to be one of the
hydrodynamic equations:
∂µT
µν = F νλa j
a
λ. (8)
where a = B,B5, Q corresponding to baryonic, axial baryonic and EM field respectively.
The right hand side (rhs) is a sum over works done by external fields. We will see (8)
naturally emerges as a result of the diffeomorphism invariance and gauge invariance. To
derive (8), we start from the diffeomorphism invariance of the theory in curved spacetime:
0 = δS ≡
∫
d4x
δS
δgµν
δgµν +
∫
d4x
δS
δU
δU +
∫
d4x
δS
δAaµ
δAaµ. (9)
The diffeomorphism of the metric, chiral and external gauge fields are given by:
δgµν = −2∇(µV ν), δU = V µ∂µU, δAaµ = V ν∂νAaµ + (∂µV ν)Aaν . (10)
#1There appears to be some minor sign errors in the original paper. We quote the corrected result
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Note δS
δU
= 0 by equation of motion (EOM) of U , we are left with:
0 = −
∫
d4x2∇µV ν δS
δgµν
+
∫
d4x
δS
δAaµ
(V ν∂νA
a
µ + (∂µV
ν)Aaν)
=
∫
d4x
√−gV ν∇µ( 2√−g
δS
δgµν
) +
∫
d4xV ν
(
∂νA
a
µ
δS
δAaµ
− ∂µ
(
δS
δAaµ
Aaν
))
. (11)
Since V ν is arbitrary, we obtain:
∇µTµν = F aνµJµ,a −Aaν∂µJµ,a, (12)
with the gauge invariant energy-momentum tensor Tµν = − 2√−g δSδgµν . Note that the current
Jµ,a we obtained from the functional derivative is the consistent current. It is neither
gauge invariant nor conserved. In order to formulate a hydrodynamic theory, we wish to
have a gauge invariant current [17]. This can be done by expressing the non-conservation
of Jµ,a as a correction to Jµ,a [25]: Aν,a∂µ
(
δS
δAaµ
)
= −F ν,aµ ∆Jµ,a, so that the total current
jµ,a = Jµ,a +∆Jµ,a is gauge invariant.
To calculate ∂µ
(
δS
δAaµ
)
, we consider the gauge transformation of the action:
δS =
∫
d4x
(
δS
δU
δU +
δS
δAµ
δAµ
)
. (13)
We can again drop the first term in the bracket by EOM of U . If the gauge symmetry
is not spoiled by anomaly, δS = 0. For Cartan subgroup, we have in general δAµ = ∂µǫ.
Therefore we conclude that the current from functional derivative is conserved:
0 =
∫
d4x
δS
δAµ
∂µǫ⇒ ∂µ
(
δS
δAµ
)
= 0. (14)
If the gauge group is anomalous, δS is nonvanishing, which should be used to obtain the
nonvanishing ∂µ
(
δS
δAµ
)
. We are interested in three particular gauge transformations list
below, which correspond to EM gauge, baryonic gauge and axial baryonic gauge respectively:
gauge Q: ǫL = ǫR = ǫ, δU = iǫ[Q,U ], δAem = 2dǫ, δB = δB5 = 0 (15)
gauge B: ǫL = ǫR = ǫ, δU = 0, δB = 2dǫ, δB5 = δAem = 0 (16)
gauge B5: ǫL = −ǫR = ǫ, δU = 2iǫU, δB5 = 2dǫ, δAem = δB = 0. (17)
They can be easily obtained from (4.17) of [28]. Note in the above, all ǫ′s are just numbers
instead of matrices.
From (7), we see JB and JQ are obviously conserved, while JB5 is not. We calculate
its divergence as follows:
δS =
∫
JB5δB5 =
∫
2JB5dǫ = −2
∫
ǫdJB5. (18)
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On the other hand, our external gauge fields lead to
V = B +AemQ, A = B5 (19)
FV = dB + dAemQ, FA = dB5. (20)
Plugging them into (7) and compare with (18), we obtain
dJB5 =
15Ci
2
(
(dB)2Tr1 + 2dBdAemTrQ+ (dAem)
2TrQ2
)
+
5Ci
2
(dB5)
2Tr1. (21)
Now we want to obtain explicit expressions for the consistent currents JB , JB5 and
JQ. We will focus on the contributions from the WZW term. The contributions from
the original chiral Lagrangian can always be included later. It is easier to start with the
non-abelian(matrix valued) left-right current as follows [30]:
JL ≡ δΓWZ(U,AL, AR)
δAL
= 5Ciα3 − 5C(2dALα−ALdα+ 2αdAL − dαAL) + 5CαALα+ 5Ci(−ALαAL)
+ 5C(−dUdARU+ + dUARdU+ + UdARdU+) + 5C(−Uβ2ARU+ − UARU+α2)
+ 5Ci
[
− U(dARAR +ARdAR)U+ − 2dALUARU+ +ALdUARU+ +ALUdARU+
−ALUARdU+ − 2UARU+dAL + dUARU+AL + UdARU+AL − UARdU+AL
]
+ 5Ci(UARU
+ALα+ αALUARU
+ − UARβARU+)
+ 5C(ALUARU
+AL − UARU+ALUARU+), (22)
JR ≡ δΓWZ(U,AL, AR)
δAR
= 5Ciβ3 − 5C(2dARβ −ARdβ + 2βdAR − dβAR) + 5C(−βARβ) + 5Ci(−ARβAR)
+ 5C(−U+dALdU + dU+dALU − dU+ALdU) + 5C(U+ALUβ2 + U+α2ALU)
+ 5Ci
[
2dARU
+ALU −ARdU+ALU −ARU+dALU +ARU+ALdU + 2U+ALUdAR
− dU+ALUAR − U+dALUAR + U+ALdUAR + U+(dALAL +ALdAL)U
]
+ 5Ci(−U+ALαALU + U+ALUARβ + βARU+ALU)
+ 5C(−ARU+ALUAR + U+ALUARU+ALU). (23)
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The abelian currents we are interested in are simply given by:
JB =
1
2
Tr(JL + JR)− (U → 1) (24)
JB5 =
1
2
Tr(JL − JR)− (U → 1) (25)
JQ =
1
2
TrQ(JL + JR))− (U → 1). (26)
Plugging AL =
B+B5+AemQ
2 and AR =
B−B5+AemQ
2 into (22), (23) and (24), we obtain after
tedious algebra:
JB =
5Ci
2
Tr(α3 + β3)− 15C
2
(dBTr(α+ β) + dAemTrQ(α+ β)−AemTrQ(α2 − β2))
JB5 = −5C
2
(dB5Tr(α+ β) + dAemTrQ(α− β)) + 5Ci
2
AemdAem(TrQ
2 − TrU+QUQ)
JQ =
5Ci
2
TrQ(α3 + β3) +
5C
2
[
− 3dBTrQ(α+ β)− dB5TrQ(α− β) +B5TrQ(α2 + β2)
− dAem(2TrQ2(α+ β) + TrQdUQU+ − TrQUQdU+) +Aem(TrQ2(α2 − β2)− TrQdUQdU+)
]
5Ci
2
(dB5Aem + 2dAemB5)(TrQUQU
+ − TrQ2)− 5Ci
2
B5AemTr(QdUQU
+ +QdU+QU).
(27)
We can check explicitly that all three currents are invariant under B and Q gauges, but
none is invariant under B5 gauge. The verification of the gauge invariance is lengthy. In
the next section, we will see it is much more convenient to use the covariant variables.
Now we want to correct (27) so that they are B5 gauge invariant also. We first write
(12) out explicitly:
∂µTµλ = F
B
λµJ
µ
B + F
Q
λµJ
µ
Q + F
B5
λµ J
µ
B5 −B5λ∂µJµB5. (28)
We wish to express B5dJB5 as a sum of F ∗ J terms. The former in terms of components
of gauge fields, is given by:
B5λ∂µJ
µ
B5
=B5λ
[
15Ci
2
ǫµναβ(∂µBν∂αBβTr1 + 2∂µBν∂αAem,βTrQ+ ∂µAem,ν∂αAem,βTrQ
2)
+
5Ci
2
ǫµναβ∂µB5ν∂αB5βTr1
]
. (29)
Indeed, it can be expressed as
B5,λ∂µJ
µ
B5 = F
B
λµ∆J
µ
B + F
B5
λµ ∆J
µ
B5 + F
Q
λµ∆J
µ
Q, (30)
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where
∆JµB = 15Ciǫ
µναβ∂νBαB5βTr1 + 15Ciǫ
µναβ∂νAem,αB5βTrQ (31)
∆JµB5 = 5Ciǫ
µναβ∂νB5αB5βTr1 (32)
∆JµQ = 15Ciǫ
µναβ∂νBαB5βTrQ+ 15Ciǫ
µναβ∂νAem,αB5βTrQ
2. (33)
(30) can be proved by repeated use of the following identity:
(∂λXµ − ∂µXλ)ǫµναβ∂νYα Zβ + (∂λYµ − ∂µYλ)ǫµναβ∂νXαZβ + Zλǫµναβ∂µXν∂αYβ = 0.
(34)
As a result, we obtain our final results of the gauge invariant currents:
jB = JB +∆JB , jB = JB5 +∆JB5, jQ = JQ +∆JQ. (35)
We can check explicitly that the currents jB , jB5 and jQ are invariant under all three gauge
transformation.
3 Extension to non-abelian currents
We also wish to obtain all non-abelian currents, which are (22) and (23) with properly
chosen corrections to restore gauge covariance. We again turn on only the electro-magnetic
field and the fictitious baryonic and axial baryonic fields. We do not turn on isospin chemical
potentials, because in the chiral limit we are working at, a finite isospin chemical potential
will lead to Bose-Einstein condensation of the associated Goldstone boson [31], thus further
reducing the number of Goldstone bosons.
It is convenient to work with the covariant quantities defined as follows:
DU = dU − iALU + iUAR, DU+ = dU+ − iARU+ + iU+AL
α¯ = DUU+, β¯ = U+DU. (36)
In terms of the covariant quantities, the consistent currents (22) and (23) take the following
compact forms:
JL = 5Ciα¯
3 − 5C
[
4idALAL + 2(dALα¯+ α¯dAL)
]
+ 5C(−DUdARU+ + UdARDU+)
JR = 5Ciβ¯
3 − 5C
[
− 4idARAR + 2(dARβ¯ + β¯dAR)
]
+ 5C(−U+dALDU +DU+dALU). (37)
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In arriving at (37), we have used A2L = A
2
R = 0 and the commutative relation among AL,
AR, dAL and dAR. Subtracting the Bardeen counter terms, we obtain:
JcL ≡ JL − JL(U → 1)
= 5Ciα¯3 − 10C(dALα¯+ α¯dAL) + 5C(−DUdARU+ + UdARDU+)
− 5C(4idALAL − 4idALAR − 2idARAR + 2idARAL) (38)
JcR ≡ JR − JR(U → 1)
= 5Ciβ¯3 − 10C(dARβ¯ + β¯dAR) + 5C(−U+dALDU +DU+dALU)
− 5C(−4idARAR + 4idARAL + 2idALAL − 2idALAR). (39)
It is straightforward to work out the gauge variations of the left and right currents.
Starting with the gauge variations of the covariant quantities:
gauge B: δU = 0, δAL = δAR = dǫ, δDU = δDU
+ = 0, δα¯ = δβ¯ = 0, (40)
gauge B5: δU = 2iǫU, δAL = −δAR = dǫ, δDU = 2iǫDU, δDU+ = −2iǫDU+,
δα¯ = δβ¯ = 0, (41)
gauge Q: δU = iǫ[Q,U ], δAL = δAR = dǫQ, δDU = iǫ[Q,DU ], δDU
+ = iǫ[Q,DU+],
δα¯ = iǫ[Q, α¯], δβ¯ = iǫ[Q, β¯], (42)
we readily obtain the gauge variations of the consistent currents as follows:
Q: δJcL = iǫ[Q,J
c
L], J
c
R = iǫ[Q,J
c
R] (43)
B: δJcL = δJ
c
R = 0 (44)
B5: δJcL = −5C(8idALdǫ+ 4idARdǫ), δJcR = −5C(4idALdǫ+ 8idARdǫ). (45)
Similar to the case of abelian currents in the previous section, the non-abelian currents
are Q-gauge covariant and B-gauge invariant, but are not B5 gauge invariant. We need
corrections to the currents to restore the gauge invariance. We note that the corrections
are simply given by the U independent terms:
∆JcL = 5C(4idALAL − 4idALAR + 2idARAL − 2idARAR)
∆JcR = 5C(4idARAL − 4idARAR + 2idALAL − 2idALAR). (46)
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Our final results for the covariant currents are given by:
jcL = J
c
L +∆J
c
L
= 5Ciα¯3 − 10C(dALα¯+ α¯dAL) + 5C(−UARU+ALUARU+ −DUdARU+ + UdARDU+)
(47)
jcR = J
c
R +∆J
c
R
= 5Ciβ¯3 − 10C(dARβ¯ + β¯dAR) + 5C(−U+dALDU +DU+dALU + U+ALUARU+ALU).
(48)
We can verify that 12Tr(j
c
L + j
c
R),
1
2Tr(j
c
L − jcR) and 12TrQ(jcL + jcR) reproduce the abelian
currents jB , jB5 and jQ in (35) respectively.
The non(conservation) of the covariant currents jcV and j
c
A can be obtained from (7).
The most general gauge variation is given by:
δS =
∫
Tr
[
δS
δAL
(dǫL + i[ǫL, AL]) +
δS
δAR
(dǫR + i[ǫR, AR])
]
=
∫
Tr
[
ǫL(−dJcL + i[AL, JcL]) + ǫR(−dJR + i[AR, JR])
]
=
∫
Tr(ǫLDLJ
c
L + ǫRDRJR), (49)
where DL = d− i[AL, ] and DR = d− i[AR, ]. With our choice of the external gauge fields,
the left-right covariant derivatives simplify to DL = DR = d− iAem2 [Q, ] ≡ DQ. Comparing
with (7), we readily obtain
DQJcL = 30Ci(
1
4
F 2V +
1
12
F 2A), D
QJcR = −30Ci(
1
4
F 2V +
1
12
F 2A). (50)
Combined with the corrections to the currents (46), we have
DQjcL = 30Ci(dAL)
2, DQjcR = −30Ci(dAR)2. (51)
4 A hydrodynamic description of the chiral superfluid
4.1 non-abelian hydrodynamics without anomaly
In this section, we attempt to formulate a hydrodynamic description of the chiral superfluid.
This is a zero temperature version of [32]. The new ingredients are the effect of anomaly and
external electromagnetic field and chemical potentials. We start with the action without
the WZW term. The stress tensor and currents can be easily obtained from functional
11
derivatives#2:
Tµν = −f
2
4
(
TrDµUDνU
+ − 1
2
gµνTrDλUD
λU+
)
= −f
2
4
(
Tr
(
iDµUU
+ iDνUU
+
)− 1
2
gµνTr
(
iDλUU
+ iDλUU+
))
(52)
J
µ
0L =
f2
4
iDµUU+ (53)
J
µ
0R = −
f2
4
iU+DµU, (54)
where we have used an index 0 in the currents to denote the contributions from the non-
anomalous part of the action. The dynamical equations are simply
∂µT
µν = F νµQ J
Q
0µ + F
νµ
B5J
B5
0µ (55a)
DQµJ
µ
0L = D
Q
µJ
µ
0R = 0, (55b)
with Jµ0Q =
1
2TrQ
(
J
µ
0L + J
µ
0R
)
, J
µ
0,B5 =
1
2Tr
(
J
µ
0L − Jµ0R
)
and FQ = dA
em, FB5 = dB5.
Note that the baryonic gauge field B is absent in (55a) and (55b). The axial gauge field
B5 is used to model the axial chemical potential B
µ
5 = (µ5,
~0). Semi-classically it originates
from fluctuations of instantons in vacuum. We separate its contribution to the covariant
derivative DµUU+ = DµQUU
+ − iBµ5 due to its special role.
In [32], the phase of the condensate U was chosen as the dynamical variables, we
instead use iDQµUU
+ and iU+DQµU , which has an interpretation the non-abelian gener-
alization of superfluid velocity. To justify this interpretation, we note that iDQµUU
+ and
iU+DQµU are hermitian (In abelian theory, the hermiticity condition will be replaced by
the reality condition for the superfluid velocity). Their decomposition on the basis of U(N)
generators all have real entries. The hermiticity can be seen by noting the following identity
DQµUU
+ + UDQµU
+ = 0. (56)
Therefore, we define the non-abelian superfluid velocity as:
iDQµUU
+ = ξLµ = ξ
La
µ T
a, −iU+DQµU = ξRµ = ξRaµ T a, (57)
with T a being the U(N) generators. In terms of the new variables, the constitutive equations
#2The non-anomalous currents are automatically covariant and conserved.
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become:
T µν =
f2
4
(
Tr(ξLµ +Bµ5 )(ξ
Lν +Bν5 )−
1
2
gµνTr(ξLλ +Bλ5 )(ξ
L
λ +B5λ)
)
J
µ
0L =
f2
4
(
ξLµ +Bµ5
)
J
µ
0R =
f2
4
(
ξRµ −Bµ5
)
J
µ
0Q =
f2
8
TrQ
(
ξLµ + ξRµ
)
. (58)
Treating Bµ5 as non-dynamical field, we can derive the conservation of energy-momentum
tensor (55a) from the conservation of left and right currents (55b). Therefore (55a) is redun-
dant thus can be discarded from the dynamical equations. We could make Bµ5 dynamical
by writing Bµ5 = µ5u
µ and interpreting uµ as a normal component in the hydrodynamic
theory. Note that at zero temperature Bµ5 originates from the fluctuation of instantons in
vacuum. A dynamical Bµ5 would mean we include the dynamics of the gluons. We will not
do so in this paper, but only treat Bµ5 as an external field.
The defined superfluid velocities allow us to have a compact form for the constitutive
equation. The price to pay is an increased number of unknowns. We have two 4−component
superfluid velocities, in total 8 unknowns, but only 2 dynamical equations. The system of
equations does not close. Note that components of ξLµ and ξ
R
µ are not independent. It is
not difficult to prove the following identities:
DQνξ
L
µ −DQµξLν = i[ξLµ , ξLν ] + [Q,U ]U+
F
Q
νµ
2
DQνξ
R
µ −DQµξRν = i[ξRµ , ξRν ]− U+[Q,U ]
F
Q
νµ
2
. (59)
We can close the system by taking the µ, ν = 0, i component of (59),i.e.
DQtξ
L
i −DQiξLt = i[ξLi , ξLt ]− (Q− UQU+)
Ei
2
DQtξ
R
i −DQiξRt = i[ξRi , ξRt ] + (U+QU −Q)
Ei
2
, (60)
which provide dynamical equations for ξLi and ξ
R
i . We have used F
Q
i0 = Ei. Unlike the
external magnetic field, which affects the dynamics, but not pump energy into the system,
the external electric can possibly heat up the system and upset our zero temperature de-
scription of the system. However, since the EM field remains entirely arbitrary, we can
always have an electric field that is orthogonal to the currents and does no work to the
system.
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Note the appearance of UQU+ and U+QU in (60) mean we have not complete the
equations of motion. Defining the hermitian variables χL = UQU+ and χR = U+QU , we
easily find the equations satisfied by χL and χR:
DQµχ
L = −i[ξLµ , χL]
DQµχ
R = −i[ξRµ , χR]. (61)
As in the case of ξLµ and ξRµ, the time components of (61) provide the dynamical equations
for χL and χR. To summarize, we have found the following hydrodynamic equations:
DQµJ
µ
0L = D
Q
µJ
µ
0R = 0
DQtξ
L
i −DQiξLt = i[ξLi , ξLt ]− (Q− χL)
Ei
2
DQtξ
R
i −DQiξRt = i[ξRi , ξRt ] + (χR −Q)
Ei
2
DQtχ
L = −i[ξLt , χL]
DQtχ
R = −i[ξRt , χR]. (62)
The first line provides the dynamical equations for ξLt and ξ
R
t . The rest of the equations
provide dynamical equations for ξLi , ξ
R
i , χ
L and χR respectively. The additional equations
given by (59) and (61) are non-dynamical. They are just constraint equations, which should
be satisfied by the initial conditions. Once satisfied by the initial condition, the constraint
equations will continue to hold as the system evolves.
4.2 non-abelian hydrodynamics with anomaly
Now we are ready to consider the effect of the WZW term on the hydrodynamics. The
WZW term does not have correction to the LO of the stress tensor, which can be easily
verified. It does induce corrections to the non-abelian currents. We have worked these out
in the previous section. We quote the results as follows:
jL = 5Ciα¯
3 − 10C(dALα¯+ α¯dAL) + 5C(−α¯UdARU+ − UdARU+α¯)
jR = 5Ciβ¯
3 − 10C(dARβ¯ + β¯dAR) + 5C(−U+dALUβ¯ − β¯U+dALU) (63)
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In terms of explicit components, we have
j
µ
L = −5Cǫµνρσ
(
ξLν ξ
L
ρ ξ
L
σ + ξ
L
ν ξ
L
ρB5σ
)
+
5Ci
2
ǫµνρσ
[
∂νA
em
ρ (2Q+ χ
L)(ξLσ +B5σ) + (ξ
L
σ +B5σ)(2Q+ χ
L)∂νA
em
ρ
]
j
µ
R = 5Cǫ
µνλρ
(
ξRν ξ
R
ρ ξ
R
σ − ξRν ξRρ B5σ
)
+
5Ci
2
ǫµνρσ
[
∂νA
em
ρ (2Q+ χ
R)(−ξRσ +B5σ) + (−ξRσ +B5σ)(2Q+ χR)∂νAemρ
]
. (64)
where we have used the abelian nature of Bµ5 to simplify the expressions. We can use (59)
to rewrite (64) into a more suggestive form:
j
µ
L = −
5Ci
2
ǫµνρσ
(
DQνξ
L
ρ (ξ
L
σ +B5σ) + (ξ
L
σ +B5σ)D
Q
νξ
L
ρ
)
+
5Ci
2
ǫµνρσ
[
∂νA
em
ρ (
5Q
2
+
χL
2
)(ξLσ +B5σ) + (ξ
L
σ +B5σ)(
5Q
2
+
χL
2
)∂νA
em
ρ
]
j
µ
R =
5Ci
2
ǫµνρσ
(
DQνξ
R
ρ (ξ
R
σ −B5σ) + (ξRσ −B5σ)DQνξRρ
)
− 5Ci
2
ǫµνρσ
[
∂νA
em
ρ (
5Q
2
+
χR
2
)(ξLσ −B5σ) + (ξRσ −B5σ)(
5Q
2
+
χR
2
)∂νA
em
ρ
]
. (65)
Due to the effect of the WZW term, the hydrodynamic equations are slightly modified
as follows:
DQµ(J
µ
0L + j
µ
L) = 30Ci(dAL)
2 =
15Ci
8
ǫµνρσFQµνF
Q
ρσQ
2
DQµ(J
µ
0R + j
µ
R) = −30Ci(dAR)2 = −
15Ci
8
ǫµνρσFQµνF
Q
ρσQ
2
DQtξ
L
i −DQiξLt = i[ξLi , ξLt ]− (Q− χL)
Ei
2
DQtξ
R
i −DQiξRt = i[ξRi , ξRt ] + (χR −Q)
Ei
2
DQtχ
L = −i[ξLt , χL]
DQtχ
R = −i[ξRt , χR]. (66)
Note that the external baryonic field Bµ or the baryon chemical potential does not appear
in the hydrodynamic variables and equations. However, a nonvanishing baryon chemical
potential can change the ground state of the theory, thus implicitly entering the expressions
for the currents. We will see such an example in the next section.
The baryonic and axial baryonic currents defined in (24) are of particular interest.
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The relevant contributions are given by:
Tr
(
J
µ
0L + J
µ
0R
)
= 0
Tr
(
J
µ
0L − Jµ0R
)
=
f2
4
(
Tr(ξLµ − ξRµ) + 2NBµ5
)
Tr
(
j
µ
L + j
µ
R
)
= −5CiǫµνρσTr (DQνξLρ ξLσ −DQνξRρ ξRσ )
+ 5Ciǫµνρσ
[
3∂νA
em
ρ TrQ(ξ
L
σ − ξRσ ) + 6∂νAemρ TrQB5σ
]
Tr
(
j
µ
L − jµR
)
= 10Ciǫµνρσ∂νA
em
ρ TrQ(ξ
L
σ + ξ
R
σ ). (67)
The anomalous baryonic current can be written alternatively as:
Tr
(
j
µ
L + j
µ
R
)
= −10CǫµνρσTrξLν ξLρ ξLσ
+ 5Ciǫµνρσ
[
3∂νA
em
ρ TrQ(ξ
L
σ − ξRσ ) + 6∂νAemρ TrQB5σ
]
, (68)
which agrees with the previous results [30, 33] upon setting Bµ5 = 0. It is illuminating to
separate the temporal and spatial components of the currents induced by WZW term:
Tr(j0L + j
0
R) = −5CiǫijkTr
(
DQiξ
L
j ξ
L
k −DQiξRj ξRk
)
+ 15CiBiTrQ(ξ
L
i − ξRi )
Tr(jiL + j
i
R) = −5CiTr(ΩLi − ΩRi )
+ 15Ci
[
ǫijkEjTrQ(ξ
L
k − ξRk )−BiTrQ(ξL0 − ξR0 ) + 2µ5BiTrQ
]
Tr(j0L − j0R) = 10CiBiTrQ(ξLi + ξRi )
Tr(jiL − jiR) = 10Ci
(
ǫijkEjTrQ(ξ
L
k + ξ
R
k )−BiTrQ(ξL0 + ξR0 )
)
, (69)
where we have used Bµ5 = (µ5,~0). We have also defined Ω
L
i = ǫ
iνρσTrDνξ
L
ρ ξ
L
σ and Ω
R
i =
ǫiνρσTrDνξ
R
ρ ξ
R
σ , which are analogs of vorticity in non-abelian superfluid, thus giving rise
to the CVE. They are vanishing for abelian superfluid. This can be easily shown by using
(59) and the commutativity of abelian superfluid velocities. Ei and Bi in (69) are external
electric and magnetic field. The latter is not to be confused with components of B5, which
originates from the fluctuation of instantons. The terms proportional to Ei and Bi can be
interpreted as the analogs of the CEE and CME. Note that CVE and CME have already
been found in [24]. The identification of CEE is new in the current analysis. From various
terms in (69), we observe that there is CVE in the baryonic current and CEE and CME
are present in both baryonic and axial baryonic currents.
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5 Application to the ground state
As an example, we calculate the currents in the ground state of QCD at finite baryonic or
axial chemical potential in the presence of a constant external magnetic field. This will be
done by solving the hydrodynamic equations (66) for the superfluid velocities, the results
of which will be used to obtain the baryonic and axial currents from (67).
We focus on one-flavor case in which we have the diagonal η′ meson only. The
calculation simplifies significantly as all the non-abelian structures drop out. It is convenient
to use the α¯ and β¯ variables in solving the hydrodynamic equations (66). Since the field U
is just a U(1) phase: U = eiϕ, we obviously have α¯ = β¯, χL = χR = Q, therefore χL and
χR do not enter the hydrodynamic equations. (66) reduces to the following:
∂µ(J
µ
L + j
µ
L) = 0
∂µ(J
µ
R + j
µ
R) = 0, (70)
where
JL = i
f2
4
α¯ , JR = −if
2
4
α¯
jL = −15CdAemα¯ , jR = −15CdAemα¯. (71)
We proceed further by considering a plane wave ansatz: U = eikµx
µ
, thus we have α¯µ =
i(kµ −Bµ5 ), with Bµ5 = (µ5, 0, 0, 0). The constant magnetic field is applied along the z-axis:
~B = (0, 0, B). It is easy to see all the equations are trivially satisfied. To determine the
momentum kµ, we need to minimize the free energy H − µNB and H − µ5NB5 for finite µ
and µ5 respectively [34]. Let us consider the case µ 6= 0, µ5 = 0 first:
H − µNB =
∫
d3x
(
f2
8
(k20 + k
2
1 + k
2
2 + k
2
3)− 15CiµBk3
)
. (72)
It is obviously minimized at kµ = (0, 0, 0,−60CiµBf2 ). The resulting nonzero components of
the baryonic and axial currents are given by:
J0B =
(30Ci)2µB2
f2
, J3B5 = 15CiµB. (73)
Similarly for the case µ = 0, µ5 6= 0, the free energy is given by
H − µ5NB5 =
∫
d3x
(
f2
8
((k0 + µ5)
2 + k21 + k
2
2 + k
2
3)−
f2
4
µ5(k0 + µ5)
)
. (74)
It is minimized at kµ = (0, 0, 0, 0), with the following nonzero components of the baryonic
and axial currents:
J3B = 15Ciµ5B, J
0
B5 =
f2µ5
4
. (75)
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We identify in (73) and (75) the CME and chiral separation [35, 36] in confined phase.
Also a finite baryonic and axial chemical potential induces corresponding charge density
respectively, although they differ in the dependences on the external magnetic field.
6 Conclusion
Following the idea of [24], we have derived, at the mean field level, a non-abelian superfluid
hydrodynamics from the chiral Lagrangian and WZW term. It is a zero temperature hydro-
dynamic theory, with the dynamical equations involving the non-abelian currents only. The
constitutive equations for the currents contain contributions from the chiral Lagrangian and
the WZW term. We identify superfluid analogs of CVE, CME and CEE in the contributions
from the WZW term. The hydrodynamic equations can be useful in the study of the low
energy dynamics of QCD. As an example, we solved the ground state of the hydrodynamic
theory at finite baryonic or axial chemical potential in the presence of a constant magnetic
field. We obtained the anomaly induced contributions to the baryonic and axial currents,
which can be viewed as CME and chiral separation in the confined phase.
Throughout the paper, we have been restricting ourselves to topologically trivial con-
figuration of the chiral field. It has been known that topologically non-trivial configuration
such as vortex and domain wall allows for more terms in the effective Lagrangian [35, 33]. It
is interesting to investigate the anomaly induced effect with a relaxed topological condition.
It is also interesting to consider the effect of mass term and isospin chemical potential
for the chiral field, which can lead to the Bose-Einstein condensation of the associated
Goldstone boson. It is curious to see how the interplay of chiral condensate and BEC will
modify the hydrodynamic description.
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